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Language Focus: ‘Describing Photographs’

flections on Education
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ontrast and speculate on photographic
of different educational settings.

se the photographs to use for your presentation.
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to your talk.
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t committee you’ve been asked by your university to
ng proposal as a way of making education more flexible:
Topic vocabulary
Formal/Less formal setting
Relaxed atmosphere
To take part in seminars
To attend lectures/class
Self-access facilities
Independent learning
To listen attentively
To take notes
To make contributions
To do pairwork/groupwork
To sit an exam
To share views/opinions
To carry out role-plays
To do self-directed study

Useful language for
speculating
It will/must/might/can’t have
Perhaps…/Maybe…/Possibly
I daresay
I suppose
I imagine
I wonder
No doubt
It’s (un)likely that
In all likelihood
I bet
There’s no way
iversity should be cancelled and made available as podcasts
sten to in their own time. The number of seminars to be
ra sessions made available through online conferencing.

nd cons of this proposal and suggest two to three
wn to help make access to education more flexible.
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find your group straying from the subject:
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entioned earlier that …


